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Exari Contracts Hub™ for
Mergers & Acquisitions
Congratulations. You’ve agreed to acquire your closest competitor, merge with a complementary partner, or add
to your portfolio of companies; but how much do you know about the health of their business?
Your target may have signed contracts that expose you to unlimited liabilities, capped annual increases and
generous termination for convenience clauses. If so, YOU become the target. You need to capture the most
important information in their contracts as quickly as possible.

Enter Exari Contracts Hub for Mergers & Acquisitions

Using a simple interview-driven interface, you can capture all this information quickly and easily. Our Universal
Contract Model ensures you capture the most critical information as rapidly as possible without exposing your
company to unnecessary risk.
Once captured, you can run a series of reports
to inform the pre-merger team of any potential
exposures and gives you the ability to negotiate the
right terms prior to closing rather than litigating after
the fact.

Benefits of the Exari Contract Hub for
Mergers & Acquisitions platform:
• Documents are in a highly secure environment with 100% cloud-based authoring
• Gain quick visibility into major legal and operation risks with built-in reports across your contract portfolio
• Easily organize contracts in one central repository with role-based permissions, version control and audit
trails
• The intuitive dashboard allows you to easily track important contracts, risks and simple approval tasks
• Find agreements faster with full-text and advanced field-specific searching across all contracts
• Track milestones such as expiry and renewal dates instantly with automated e-mail or task alerts
• Capture 100’s of trusted contract data points instantly with our patented dynamic interview engine

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk
and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

